PFAFF® creative icon™ 2 Lampshade Instructions

Let your creativity shine through with this quick and easy lampshade featuring exclusive designs using
the creative™ Embellishment Attachment.

Materials
●

Three ⅛ yard (12cm) pieces of organza in different shades

●

½ - ¾ yards (46cm - 69cm) base fabric
The amount of base fabric may vary depending on the size of the lampshade you use.

●

Lampshade

●

Double-sided fusible webbing

●

Strung beads

●

Pen or pencil

●

Fabric tape measure

●

Fabric marking tool

●

Hot glue gun with glue sticks

●

Spray adhesive

●

creative™ Embellishment Attachment

Prepare the Fabric
Using your fabric marking tool, mark on the right side of your base fabric the size of the
lampshade.
1. The easiest way to do this would be to lay your fabric on a large flat surface.
2. Then either start at the seam on the lampshade or mark a starting point on the lampshade.
Lay this part down to touch your fabric.
3. Make a mark approximately 1” (2.5cm) away from the top and bottom of the lampshade.
4. Roll the lampshade on your fabric and continue marking until you get back to your starting
point on the lampshade.
5. Connect all these marks with a solid line until you get two lines. Add 1” (2.5cm) to the end of
the lines and then connect them so you have a rectangle.
The diagram below shows you the shape of the lamp vs what you should have marked.

Add Decorations
To add the pop of color you will do the following with your organza.
1. Measure the width of your base fabric rectangle and cut down your organza to that length.
2. Determine how wide you want the shapes to be at the widest part. Mark two lines to define
this width, using a straightedge and your fabric marking tool.
3. Using a round edge like a curved ruler or a large bowl, trace this curve in between your
lines, making sure the outside of the curve touches one of your lines like below.
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4. Iron the fusible interfacing to the backside of the fabric, making sure the shape you just
marked is completely covered.
Note: Be sure to reference the interfacing instructions when ironing.
5. Cut the organza with the fused interfacing along the marked shape.

6. Repeat this with your remaining organza.
7. Place the organza shape on your base fabric until you are happy with your design.
8. When you are happy, peel back the paper backing of the fusible interfacing and fuse each
piece down.
Now you can add your creative™ Embellishment Attachment bead designs. Simply choose from the
designs built-in on your creative icon™ 2 sewing and embroidery machine and embroider them
anywhere on your base fabric.
Tip: Hoop stabilizer and then pin your fabric to the stabilizer to avoid hooping the fabric. It can be
difficult to hoop the portion with the layers of organza.

Assembling the Lampshade
When assembling the lampshade, be sure you do this in a place with plenty of room.
1. Lay your decorated base fabric flat and evenly coat the back with your spray adhesive.
2. Wrap the base fabric around the lampshade, trying to make sure the lampshade is
centered.
Tip: When it’s time to overlap the base fabric, fold under the top layer slightly so you don’t see
any raw edges.
3. Trim the fabric down so there is between ½” - ¼” (.6-1.25cm) excess on top and bottom.
Test the length by folding over the edge to the back and make sure it wraps completely to
the other side.
4. Fold over the fabric to the other side and hot-glue in place around the metal frame of the
shade.
Tip: Glue a line of beads or trim at the same time to make this more decorative.
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